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You Call this "Freedom"? The Fight to Publish and
Produce Samuel Beckett's First Full-length Play

Stephen Graf

Samuel Beckett completed his/irstfull-length play, Eleutheria, in 1947.
Unsuccessful in his attempts to get it produced, Beckett consigned
Eleutheria to "the trunk." The play did notfully emerge untillive years
ufter Beckett's death when his former American publisher, Barney
Rosset, began a drawn-out battle with the Beckett estute to translate and
then publish the work. The melodrama surroundingE,lerftheria did not
end with publication, as it has yet to see the stage.

Samuel Beckett has not often been associated with melodrama. Following
his breakthrough as a dramatist with En attendant Godot,Beckett's works
fbr the stage were typically distinguished by sparseness of setting, thread-
bare plots, and characterizations whittled down to the absolute essentials
that were often interpreted as a o'static representation of a trans-cultural
human condition" (Boxall 246). Prior to that breakthrough Beckett did
produce one work-his first ftill-length play, Eleutheria-thathas 'oseveral
times fbeen] referred to as running to melodrama" (McMillan and Fehsen-
lbld 42). If the script contains some uncharacteristic elements of melo-
drama, it pales in comparison to the soap operatic drama surrounding tlre
struggle to publish and produce the three-act play. David Tucker described
it as a "saga of legal brinkmanship among old friends" (235), in his 2011
0ssav aa Controversies," and pointed out the struggle was

y spiteful, financial and reputational" (242). Intriguing as the
story is, hot many outside of Beckett studies are aware of this controversy
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because production ofthe play continues to be suppressed owing to several
factors. Yet the story surrounding Eleutheria, though it lacks a definitive
ending, nevertheless is a drama to which Beckett's fellow Anglo-Irishman,
that noted master of melodrama Dion Boucicault, would have been proud
to ascribe his name.

Eleutheria was written during an amazing explosion of creativity that
took place during the four years following World War II, often referred to
as "the siege in the room" (Knowlson 332).lt was during this period that
Beckett turned to writing in French full-time. The first works he produced
were three long short stories and a novel , Mercier et Camier, which was
completed in 1946 but not published until 1973 . At the beginning of 1947 ,

Beckett, as he explained to biographer Deirdre Bair in 1972, "tumed to
writing plays to relieve myself of the awful depression the prose led me
into. Life at that time was too demanding, too terrible, and I thought theatre
would be a nice diversion" (361). Between 18 January and24 February of
1947 Beckett penned Eleutheria (Knowlson 328). The Greek word for
"freedom," eleutheria, as Peter Boxall points out, "combines reference to
the defence of political freedom with referenqe to a British colonial
territory [the Bahaman island Eleuth6ria]" (250). The plot is centered on a
young man named Victor Krap who desires to withdraw fro6n life along
with all of the metaphysical implications that accompany such an aspirE
tion. Eleutheria was, as Beckett used to say of his plays, "ready for thi
road" by March or April of 1947 (Knowlson 331). It did not find its way
onto the stage in Beckett's lifetime, in spite of being "released in194749
for circulation among Paris theatre producers, first by Jacoba van Velde,
who, as Toni Clerkx, acted for a time as Beckett's agent in France, and then
by [his future wife] Suzanne Dumesnil" (Knowlson and Pilling 23). Direc-
tor Jean Vilar, who created the Festival d'Avignon and the Th66tre
National Populaire, expressed interest inEleutheria, but demanded a "root
an&branch re-write" which Beckett refused (Dukes, "Second Englishing"
7 s).

After Beckett completed En attendant Godot inlamtary 1949,Dumesnil
dutifully trudged the steets of Paris with a box containing the manuscripts
ofboth plays. Dumesnil canvassed every director and producer who would
talk to her, causing Beckett to acknowledge in a letter to Georges Duthuit
on 30 July 1949'. "Styanne has been going to a lot of trouble over the two
plays" (Beckett, Letters 172).Upon seeing Roger Blin's staging of August
Strindberg' s Gh o s t S o n at a at the Gait6 Montparnasse in the spring of 1 95 0,
Dumesnil tookhimthe typescripts for En attendant Godot andEleutheria.
Blin admired both plays, but was originally going to stage the more tradi.
tional Eleutheriafrstbecause while he likedEn attendant Godothedid not
fully understand it. However, finances forced Blin to reverse that decision,

as he later explained, "Eleutheriahad seventeen characters, a divided stage,

elaboratepropsandcomplicatedlighting.Iwaspoor....Idecidedlwould
be better off *itt Godotbecatse there were only four actors and they were

bums. They could wear their own clothes if it came to that, and I wouldn't

need anyhing but a spotlight and a bare branch for a tree" (qtd. in Ackerley

and Gontarsf.i O:). So it was Blin's decision-based not on literary merit

but rather on very practical reasons of finances and staging logistics-that

brought about a itreatricat revolution with En attendant Godot, and at that

point resigned the other play to "the trunk'"
Owing to prior comnritrnents by both the director and the venue, as well

as variou-s other delays ,1 Godot did not actually find its way onto the stage

of the Theatre de Babylone until January 1953. Once it did, though, Godot

quickly became the talt of theatrical Paris, and soon blossomed into an

i.rt"*utiorul sensation. Word of the play made its way across the Atlantic

toayoungAmericanWorldWarllveteran,BarneyRosset'who'after
p*"t u.irri the fledgling Grove Press two years earlier, had transformed it

into an alternative pr.r.. U.rd"r Rosset's watch, Grove would bring to the

American reading public such previously censored works as the unexpur-

gated version of o. H. Lawrence's novel Lady chatterley's Lover in 1959

o:nd Henry Miller's Tropic of Cancer in 1961 in spite of legal action that

was ultimately resolved in ttre Supreme Court.2 He also introduced US

readers to future Nobel Laureates Pablo Neruda, Octavio Paz,Kenzabtr-o

Oe, and Harold Pinter, among others' Before all of that, Rosset signed

Beckett and built Grove Press around the unprepossessing Irish expatriate'

Inthe spring of 1953, Rossettraveledto Paris to meetwithBeckettwho,

according to Rosset, "greatly' intrigued me" (The Subject)' After an

impromp-tu session of drinkin'g sffetched into the early moming, Rosset

secured- the American publiiation rights for Godot. Grove brought

Beckett,s English translaiion of the play to the American reading public

one year later. It eventually sold more than 2.5 million copies in the United

States. Rosset became Beckett's exclusive American publisher and theatri-

cal agent;^Jhe two forged such a close bond that Beckett would refer to

il.;; 6,fi" American "spiritual son" (Beckett was sixteen years older

than R.6sset).

Thirty.threeyearslater,RossetwouldreturntoParistomeetwith
Beckett under much altered circumstances. Rosset had sold Grove one year

earlier to oil heiress Ann Getty and British publishdl Lord George.Weiden-

fe14. In spite of an ugr""*"ri that Rosset would remain as editor-in-chief

of Grove for a term If nrr" years, the new owners dismissed him after the

first year. John Oakes, a former editor with Grove,ina2}l} interview, said

of thl split that Rosset was "in a very brutal fashion kicked out." The drama

surTounding Rosset's ouster from Grove set the melodrama of the fight to
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Fubrishandnro{}l!E:::',H;:;,fl llifi.li},1;l'xr,%txJ;1T*ilili
Ijlroh}#""1#rli;;-*"ntparnasseforBeckett'seightiethbirthdavcelebra-
;;'ffi;;ineor re8o

A vouns o,ff.orrcaracademic' 
Stanley Gontarski' was at the Bar Am6ri-

.,:.,1,r',nntarskr,whowentontoserveastheeditoroftheJournal
carn that 

"^y^.",\i' *om lggg to 200g, recalled in a 2012 interview that

{:tr:::'i::xil*,r,q':," . r.:lT-:llhe negative tum of events for his

lonstime friend u'j puUtitl'"':..'Barney was sitting next to Beckett' but

' . ^r ,r.opl. milling around. so it was hard to hear the full
there were u ,:,;i 

Lada discussion with Bamey about it right af,terward.

sfi TitXlJilH"*;Xl,R:",:il;i:1;:;3;"ffi ilXfffi #'il,T,
lfltsffJlTn'r.rrrtio" in his as vet unpublished memoir ' 

rhe subiect Is

Left Handed,' th?tl,"k"tt said: 
o'Every author of [Rosset's] should offer

thim] a manuscflPl-m 
that conversation was that Beckett volunteered to

What resulted I:

..fr# ,.;;;; inthe trunk to help Rosset begin vet again" (Gontarski'

. -i.,\ The two works discussed were Dream of Fair to

#;;:;;:";.1;:;T,)ii)';h::,i;;"';:::i'**:f #"'Z.,;,!]:"JZ?:":,,
While Dream oJ t

Beckett was uncornfortable 
releasing it at that point as it was a roman d clef

--,.--.oftheprincipalswerestillalive'soBeckettoptedfor" 
T,2r:tzr}Ho,"uitoding 

to bontarski' "He inscribed a copv of the plav to

Rosset ,:)1?ii)linzria 
thatBeckett presented Rosset in 1986 was not tho

Yp::"t]q', 
o'l'^itnrptuy. According to Rosset's memoir: "In 1963 we had

l:':ff jrs;;;t,t;* iioi"'o", po"""io", for some reason' In a letter dated

ntoA|toGroveassistantJudithSchmidtfBeckettinstructedthe
FeQruary ,:r.riii"u* hold both original and copies of Eleutheria and
publtsher ")i*ir"' lThe subiecl). Gontarski, who has edited an as-yet
uercle,l ?iliiiri*o^r"of Beckett's correspondence with both Rosset and
unpubllsneo u"l--^res 

that Beckett's letters indicate the manuscript had
Grove Press, obs€

;;;;h GiovP since the 1e5os:

,1"*t:T'Jl:JHJ""".,:.ffi 1iilH,,l:ffi'Jr:;H#"#H;
"ft"i"i:#'i;iters asking neckett what thev should do with this

I}irlr-;,*o he kept saving: "Just hold onto it'" whathe didn't

;i,:,,n;;"fl !;lqHil:#.,-#X,;Tl;1il:?#;;':i,i:[t, i, ,hu t"t
"Hol.l on'n it"' as if he nevcr knew' (lntervicw)

After giving Rosset the typescriptto Eleutheria d,xingthat meeting in the

spriniof i986, Beckett ihen "withdrew to Ussy to take on the clearly

distasteful task of translating the play into English" (Gontarski, Introduc-

tion xv).
The problem was the author did not mean to merely translate the work,

which in itself was never a simple process with Beckett. Beckett intended

to give the play the thoroughgoing revision he had spoken of in a letter to

chiistian Ludvigsen dated23 April 1956 when he "decided lEleutherial

can neither be produced or published as it stands. I may try to revise it some

day,butlthinkthisisunlikely''(Beckett,Letters616)'Whatseemed

"iircty 
for a Beckett in the prime of his career quickly proved impossible

for the Lctogenarian. He wroie to Rosset in June of 1986: "I had completely

forgottenEleutheria.I have read it again. With loathing' I cannot translate

it, i-et alone have it published. Another rash promise" (qtd. in Rosset, Tfre

iubiect). So the proJect had to be shelved. It is unclear what Rosset would

have done with the play hadBeckett, in fact, managed to translate it in 1986

as Rosset had signed a draconian non-competition agreement prior to

departing Grove.
Whil; Eleutheria remained a o1runk manuscript,"4 it was perhaps the

most widely read unpublished work in the literary world. Robert Scanlan,

u.professoiof the practice of theatre at Harvard and director of the Ameri-

can Repertory Theater, said of the play at a symposium by the Samuel

Becketi so"ieiy on 29 Decemb er 1994: "We have all known about the play

for years, I have actually discussed the play with Samuel Beckett, as early

as the early eighties. He knew we knew about it; he talked to us about it and

the decision not to publi shit" (Eleutheria: Publication).It was Gontarski

who reignited the pro""r. in 1993 because: "I had been thinking about

Eleutheiiafor a long time-pafily because, although it was technically not

published, everybody I knew had a copy of it" (Interview)' A lot had

iranspired since Beokett first promised Rosset Eleutheria in 1986. The

authorpassed away in December 1989, and Grove Press had changedhands

asain. openirr* the possibility ofRosset independentlypublishingBeckett's

*"o.t. CordifSfd toot it upon himself to translate the play into English' He

forwardeiihis completed rough draft to Rosset, saying: "This may be the

time. Just do it" (lnterviewl.5
Rosset agreed with Gontarski, and tookthe translation to Beckett's heir,

nephew Edward Beckett, in England. Edward Beckett rejected the transla-

tion {,or publication because, as Gontarski recalls, "it wasn't literary

cnough', (mterview). Rosset subsequently wrote to Edward Beckett on 22

Rprlit OO3 stating: i' Eleutheria is an important seminal work by the one of

the greatest writeis of this century. . . . It is a key work to the understanding

of the entire samuel Beckett oeuvre'o (Barney Rpsset Papers). Rosset
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suggested both sides take a month think about it, and then revisit the

decision after they'd had time to "cool off ' (Rosset, letter to Lindon 7 April
l994,Bamey Rosset Papers). Rosset, however, did not cool off, as Gontar-
ski notes: "Barney, in his usual way, didn't take it as a rejection. He said,

'Well, I'll get it re-translated"' (Interview).
Beckett, who married Dumesnil late in life and had no children, had

constructed for himself as he rose to prominence a literary family of softs.

On one side of his literary family tree was his American "spiritual son,"
Rosset. The other side of that tree was firmly rooted in France. Having no
less claim to Beckett was J6r6me Lindon, the widely admired head of
Editions de Minuit. Lindon signed Beckett in 1950 and had published the
original French versions of the trilogy of novels and En attendant Godot all
prior to Rosset ever encountering Beckett. Beckett named Lindon his liter-
ary executor, a position which Lindon "exercised assiduously (some might
say excessively)" (Ackerley and Gontarski 320). In Paris, Lindon was
aware ofRosset's desire to publish an Englishtranslationof Eleutheriaand
disapproved of the venture from the outset. On27 April 1993 Lindon sent

Rosset and his attorneys a curt letter meant to arrest the process before it
could gain momentum: "I believe you ought to impart to your attorney the

full text of Sam's holographic will hereunder photocopied. That should
enable them to determine who, whether you o1I, is the literary executor of
Samuel Beckett' s work" (B arney Ro s set Papers). Rosset irnmediately faxed
back a response, striking a conciliatory note, suggesting: "Perhaps it is
iimilar to that which happened with Dream of Fair to Middling Women" . 

,

(Rosset, letter to Lindon 27 Apr1l1993, Barney Rosset Papers). Although
he opted against giving Rosset Drea m of Fair to Middling Women in 1 986,

Beckett subsequently changed his mind and signed off on the novel being
published after his death. British publisher John Calder, with the consent
of the Beckett Estate, sold the American rights for Dream of Fair to
Mid*ling Women to fuchard Seavet's Arcade Books in 1993. Rosset had

felt, given his history with Beckett, that he should have been provided the
first opportunity to publish the novel in the United States. It remained a

sore point with Rosset for many years.

While he waited to see if Edward Beckett would change his position on
Eleutheria, in laie 1993 or early 1994 Rosset found a second translator,
Albert Bermel, whom he would later describe to Lindon as o'an esteemed

member of our New York theatrical world" (Rosset, letter to Lindon 7

April 1994, Barney Rosset Papers). An Englishman who emigrated to the

United States in 1955, Bermel was an accomplished translator, particularly
of French drama, had published a number of works on European theatre and

had been an associate professor of theatre at Columbia University and the
flitr Ilnirrcroifrr nf Nerv Vnrlr As hiq qnn f)aralr ronnllad in ?Ol? Alhad

Bermel agreed to undertake the translation "without the typical assurances
you get" because "he loved Beckett" (Interview).

Bermel produced a complete translation, and, at Rosset's behest, would
go on to travel across the country, presenting the play at scholarly confer-
ences. Bermel's translation was evenfually jettisoned for reasons that are
not entirely clear. DerekBermel recalls Rosset only saying that "there was
a problem with the estate" (Interview). Gontarski affirms that Edward
Beckett passed on the Bermel translation after Rosset presented it to him
(Gontarski interview). The man who took over the job as translator from
Bermel, Michael Brodsky, in a2012 interview stated that Bermel "didn't
understand why [he was replaced as translator]. He felt sort of like a jilted
lover who was dropped." Rosset never attempted to publicly explain the
change in translators, although he once succinctly told Marius Buning, 'oWe
didn't like it" (qtd. in Buning).

The cooling-off period that Rosset suggested stretched on for almost a
year. In Aprll1994, the action of this melodrama began to rise toward a
climax. Rosset wrote to Lindon informing him that the Irish Repertory
Theatre wished to stage a reading of Bermel's as-yet uncompleted transla-
tion in the Walter Kerr Theater on Broadway on 23 May of th atyear . When
Lindon flatly refused to allow this reading to take place, Rosset suggested
tHbt if the two publishers could not resolve the matter between themselves
amicably, that they allow an arbitrator to decide the matter for them
(Rosset, letter to Lindon 8 April l994,Barney Rosset Papers). This series
of correspondences set off what Rosset's attorney, Martin Garbus, in his
foreword to the play, described as "a clash of moral and legal values,
personalities, cultures and legal systems" (iii).

From a strictly legal perspective: "Under French law, there is substantial
protection of an author's moral rights to control his own work during his
life and after death" (Garbus iii). Whereas, there is less protection in the
United States because, as Garbus explains, the First Amendment has
created "an extraordinary commitment to the free exchange of ideas; in
case of doubJ""we say publish and let the reader judge the value of the art"
(iii). Oakeffiho would team with his former mentor Rosset in trying to
bring Eleutheria to print, agrees that the market should be allowed to
decide the fate of the work: "The question was not whether or not Beckett
would've wanted it published. . . . If a guy like Beckett wrote it, I want to
read it. People don't have to buy it, or attend the performance, but I want
to knd$/' (Interview). Oakes goes on to make several very cogent points:
"This was not a play that was unfinished. It was aplay that he wrote not as

a whipper-snapper; he was in his forties at the time he gave this to Blin. He
had a mature intellect when he wanted this to be onstage. If it had been
snrihhlinos nf Renlraff rwhan hp wqs o feartqocr I onfirollrr rrrnrrlrl ha intar-
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way. As a result of Rosset's part in the second staged reading of the play
on 13 October 1994, the Beckett Estate relieved Rosset of his position as

Beckett's exclusive theatrical agent for North America-a duty Rosset had
performed informally for more than thirty years prior to Samuel Beckett
making the appointment official following Rosset's ouster from Grove in
1986. When the Samuel Beckett Society asked Edward to address them at

their December 1994 symposium on Eleutheria in San Diego, he repeated
"my uncle's well known comments that he considers this work to be a
failure and that he was totally opposed to any publication or performance."
To Edward, it was "quite unthinkable that one should try to override his
wishes in such ablatant fashion" (Eleutheria: Publicatiorz). Lindon and
Edward Beckett were intent on honoring the letter of Samuel Beckett's
final wishes, as they understood them. Rosset, on the other hand, was deter-
mined to honor the spirit of Beckett's work.

On Rosset's side, a three-fold argument to publish existed that was
equally compelling. First, from a purely academic perspective, Gontarski
points out: 'oI believe it is an important work in the genesis of Beckett's
technical development. Whether or not it is a successful play in and of itself
is much less important than if the play has any genealogy of Beckett's"
(Interview). Dougald McMillan and Martha Fehsenfeld, writing about the
plajtin 1988, shared a similar attitude: "Though couched in the humorous
language of dramatic parody, Eleuthdria contains the serious theoretical
underpinnings of the new kind of drama Beckett was to initiate in Godot.
Many passages in it contain the seeds of Beckett's later work" (30).
Beckett's work continues to generate enornous interest: there have been

more books and essays written about.Beckett's work than any other writer's
except Shakespeare, and scholarlyjournals and a society devoted solely to
his work exist. Demand for Eleutheria was great not only from what Oakes

refers to as "the Beckett industry," but also from Beckett's fans outside of
academia who were not prily to underground typescripts.

Second, as Rosset points out in his memoir, Beckett had a habit of
changing his mjnd about earlier works. In 1964 Beckett had opposed a re-
release ofhis,ffi out-of-print 1934 collection of short stories,More Pricks
than Kicks, but then relented in 1970. Beckett was against publishing
Mercier et Camier in 1960, but changed that position ten years later.T He
lrad even allowed excerpts of the original French version'of Eleutheria to
be published in La Revue d'esthitique in 1986.8 So it is entirely possible

, that Bedkett may eventually have reversed his position on Eleutheria.
f' lndeed, in Rosset's mind that had already occurred when Beckett initially

promised him the play in 1986.

Finally, as Oakes observed, artists are not always the bestjudges oftheir
own work. Beckett was acutelv critical of evervthinc he oroduced. For

ested, but then I think you would have some legitimate point in saying this

was not appropriate" (interview). Beckettwas fortyyears oldwhenhe com-

losea niithiria,so dakes is correct in noting thatthe play hardly qualifies
'asjuvenilia.Atthetimehecompletedit,Beckettverymuchwantedtoget

the play performed and publish"a. u" even submitted it for consideration

for ihe'piestigious Prix Rivarol, which the French government awards to

foreign authJrs who write directly in French. Tt is true that later, after

achiiring international fame, Beckett would write on a typescript of the

ftuy i, a note dated tg6g:..Never edition of any kind if I can help it."6

Edward Beckett, who both oakes and Gontarski insist had initially

appearedopentotheideaofatranslation,eventuallybecameenmeshedin
tt 

" 
t.gut wiangling. To generate publicity as well as keep pressure on the

other"side, RoJset scheduled a series of public readings of the play using

Bermel,s translation. After the Irish Repertory Theatre,s presentation was

scuttled, the New York Theatre Workshop stepped in and. scheduled a

reading for 26 September 1994. When Edward Beckett leamed of the event,

he told Mel Gussow of the New York Times that Rosset's claim of having

been giventhe publication rightsto Eleutheriawas'oa figment of his imagi-

natioi.,, Edward Beckett went on to add: "All those who may be party to

this New York event which deliberately transgresses the will expdssed by

Samuel Beckett, would of course expose themselves to legal proceedings,,

(qtd.inGussowll).Thisthreatsufficedtofrightenawaythetheatre,forc-
a.'og Ror..t t o organizean informal reading in his loft in Greenwich village'
' -Th" 

publicity surrounding Rosset's reading inNew York' according to

Scanlan, 
..started a tremendous interest in the play'', (Eleutheria: Publica-

tion). scanlan, who described himself as having been'oa student of Beckett

for most of my adult life," had "made it no secret that I would love to direct

the play" (Eliutheria: Publication)' Lindon, after learning of the American

Reperrgpy Theater's interest in producing Eleutheria. asserted in a letter

dated Octob er 1994: "Samuel Beckett told me again in the presence of

witnesses a few days before his death that he deemed his play Eleutheria

tobe-afailure.Heopposeditbeingpublishedorperformedonstage'He
gave me the honor of being the literary executor, in order that I see to it that

ilis will and wishes.be resfected" (qtd. it E t eutheri a : P ub I i c at i on)' Lindon

then threatened scanlan with a lawsuit if he proceeded with his intended

production, thwarting the performance-' 
-

Most observ"r, uI th" iime viewed the situation as a power struggle

primarily between Rosset and Lindon, with Edward Beckett trapped in the

middle ieeling, in Scanlan's words, "terribly split" (Eleutheria: Publica'

tiin). EdwariBeckett, as Tucker points out, "tried to convince Rosset to

abandon the idea, but to no avail" (231)' At this point' Beck:lft*::
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instance,on3loctoberlg53BeckettwrotetoPamelaMitchell:o.Iwentto
Godotlast night f"tif'" ntt' time in a long time' Well played' but how I

dislike the play rro*" (B"ttttt' L3t-t.ers Zt:;' fnt"t years later (on 3

December 1g56), Beckeit wrote to Mitchell concerning his recently com-

pletedEnglisr,t.u,,srutionofhisnove|MaloneDies:o.Don,tbuyacopyfor
God'ssakeanddon'tevenreadtheonel'vesenttoyou'MyGodhowI
hate my o*r, *otk'i ig"tk"n' Letters 606)' Playing on this point' Rosset

wouldoftencitetheanecdoteofFranz,KafkaandMaxBrod.gBrod,
Kafka'sfriendandliteraryexecutor'refusedtofollowthewriter'sdeathbed
instructions to burn his life,s work, and instead had them published post-

humously, leading Rosset to ask: "are we not the richer for that act of

treason?" (Letter)'
Rosset,smotivesforbringingEleutheriatopresswerenotpurelyaltru-

istic. After the manner in wlictr Rosset had been dismissed from Grove,

Oakes ,p""rrtut"'it'?not'"t "probably wanted to show the world that he

was still prbh;i,; ;h"t h; n*'ljust crawled in the corner and was

sobbing hims"rri" rjl"p,, tlnterview). when he hadbeen unable to translate

Eleutheriahrq86,B."tettnaagivenRosset,thelastindependentprose
work he was to *ril 

-itrrrrngs 
s-till, aslight three-part work totaling less

thaneightprintedpages.As.G-ontarski-observed:..youpan,tbuilda
publishing fro,'" o"irT rings Still" (Interview)' A finished three-act play

written in the prime of his cireer uy o"" of the most original and powerful

voicestheliteraryworldhasknown,ontheotherhand,mighthavebeen
enough to n rniiirosset,s desire to demonstrate his relevance in the pub-

lishing industry'
what Rosset lacked at this point was a publishing house to produce the

book. This *"' t'"* f is former prot6g6' Oakes' le1ame 
involved' It was

Beckett that first brought the rwo to["in".. As Qatel 
explains, "I have

{ways been interested-in Beckett, u""a r aia a senior thesis on Beckett in

lg83.lUHavingthearroganceoftheyoung,IcontactedBarneyRosset,the
publisher at C,o'e P;#, never having tittttl-' withs-11e questions for

Beckett. By God, he responded and palsed along my questions to Beckett"

(Interview).oakeswasworkingasareporterfortheAssociatedPressin
New Orleang a couple years later when Rosset offered him an editorial

position ut c-r"'.*iter Rosset sold Grove, oakes partnered with Dan

Simon in rqsiio rorm Four walls Eight windows Press, which quickly

became ,""og'i'"i *itt'in the publishing industry f:1 
1^t:'commitment 

to

adventurous, 
';-U*, 

literary ficiion as well as progressive politics' So

Beckett, *t o." 
"7o* 

first brought Oakes and Rosset together' reunited the

two who, d"";;i;; S-it""'' 1*.ry.0 
Foxrock' Inc'' the name of the venture

being a noO to"tt" 
'olurb 

of Dublin from which Beckett hailed'
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By joining Rosset's undertaking, oakes and Simon placed themselves

in the midst of a controversy that was turning litigious. At the end of
November 1994, Lindon wrote to Oakes and Simon echoing his prior

warning to Rosset that the Beckett estate "would prosecute not only the

publishirs but all those-translators and distributors among others-who
Lave been accessory to that illicit action" (qtd. in Gontarski, lntroduction

xviii). Oakes's response to the prospect of having been sued over this

matter sounds as though it could have come from Rosset: "If you are in

agreement that [Beckett] is one of the great intellects of our time----on a

level with Picasso-it is genuinely obscene and wrong to try and say: 'Oh,

well, you can't discuss this one. You certainly can't perform it or read it.'
. . . Tirat's worth going to court over, and that's worth def,iing anyone "
(Interview). The effort to bring Eleutheria to the American reading public

continued, in spite of what Rosset termed (in a 13 January I 995 letter to -

Lindon's American literary agent Georges Borchardt) Edward Beckett and

Lindon's "campaign of intimidation, consisting of both open and veiled

threats" (Barney Rosset PaPers).

The decision to pursue yet another ffanslation was made around the end

of 1994.At that point, Rosset turned to oakes to help him find a third trans-

lator. Both men felt it was important to, as oakes explains, "get somebody

who was not academic-who was first and foremost a literary writer-a
committedliterary writer, not a dilettante-somebody who had made this

his life" (Interview). Oakes, who much like Rosset has made a career of
daring, unconventional decisions, suggested his star author at Four Walls,

Michael Brodsky. What made Brodsky an unusual choice was that while

the author was fluent in French, he had never translated anything profess-

ionally. The task presented'to Brodsky was daunting, as he observes

Beckett "took a fiendishly deadpan pleasure in incorporating phrases that

were so uniquely idiomatic as to be unworkable for the translator" (Inter-

view). Oakes remains adamant that handing Brodsky the commission was

"absolutely the right decision" because "a literal translation is a dead trans-

lation. It,p got to have some energy, some impetus driving it. And Brodsky

has thd4intensity, and it comes through in his writing. It always has"
.,Iqt

flntefnibw).
In addition to the threats ofsuits and counter-suits, both sides ratcheted

up the rhetoric as the standoff proceeded. In a letter to the Samuel Beckett

Stciety that he asked to be read at their Decerhb6r 1994 meeting, Lindon

ig,p*sisted that Rosset's desire to publish Eleutheria was "indefensible in a

threefold way":

First, with full knowledge of the fact he [Rosset] betrays the man

[Beckett] whose friend he pretended to be. Then he considered E/ez-

theria is a wonderful work, thus likening it to the author's other

B1
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writings, which gives rise to serious suspicions regarding his com-

peteni a. a Beciett expert' And lastly-.he publicly breaks tle l1w

establishedinfavorofauthorsinallcivilizedcountries.(Eleutheria:
Publication)

Rossetdidnotdirectlyrespondtotheseallegationspublicly.Inhismemoir,
however, Rosset would tacitly question Lindon's motives:

I was quite aware that Lindon had not been treating me quite fairly'

and his publication of Dream of Fair to Middling Women could be

. constru"A u, aot'Ul"-dealing' Lindon's blatant disregard for Sam's

wishes inthis instance mudJhis later claimthatEleutheria shouldn',t

be published, because it would violate the letter of Sam's wishes'

ring very hollow indeed' (The Subject)

Rosset saw Lindon,s decision to authorize the sale of the American publi-

cationrightsofDreamofFairtoMiddlingWomentoS-eaverratherthan
himself as a calculateJbetrayal. Clearly, animosity and distrust existed on

both sides prior to Rosset's attempts to publish Eleutheria'

InspiteofRosset'seffortstoraiseapopulargroundswelltocornpelthe
estate to grant him the rights to Eleuthiria, the two sides remained locked

in a stalemate. Then RosIet made a bold gambit. In an article entitled "Free

Beckett" that appeare d in The Village Voice on l0 January lg95' Rosset

announced his intention to publish u,'o,.o-1n"rcia1 edition of Brodsky,s

translation o t Atuutlr-"rio. The plan was for a run of "several hundred copies

\ to be given away, tie", to schoiars and others who would appreciate it" that

was to appear 
,.within irr" ,r.*t several months" ("Free Beckett"). Lindon

immediatelycontactedGarbusbybothpostandfaxtoenquireifthereports
ofRosset,splantopublishanoncommercialeditionwereaccurate(Lindon,
lettertoGarbusllJan.lgg5,BarneyRossetpapers).Rossetrespondedto
it i, q"..y p..rorutty it'ut same day, faxing Lindon a copy of the Village

voicasrticle. rwo days later, Rosset wrote to Borchardt: 'oGeorges, I hope

you are considering carefully whether you want to be remembered as one

of those who triei io-."ppr"r. the publication of Beckett's f,rrst play"

(Rosset, retter to Borchardtl 3 Jan. 1 995, Barney Rosset Papers). Borchardt

retorted several Ouy, iut"t, "If I am going to be remem-b.ered for having

'suppressed' tfre puUlication of Beckett's first play' I will be sharing this

fatewithBecketthimself,whosuccessfullysuppressedits-publication
during his lifetime, arJi#,fr" responsibility for what w-ould happen after

his death to his executor,, (Borchardt, letter to Rosset 16 Jan. 1995, Barney

Rosset Papers). OuL* qt'i"ny joined the fray' writing to Borchardt that it

was ,,a scandal,, that Eliutheria was available only to scholars, regardless

of..whethero,no.te..kett]himselfinitiatedthatsuppression,'(oakes,
i.tte, to Borchardt t g lan' 1995, Barney Rosset Papers)'
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A climax to this melodrama had been achieved, yet it remains unclear

what finally convinced Lindon to reverse his stance. On24 January 1995

Lindon wrote to Rosset authorizing the publication of a translation in the

united States. Lindon's stated reason for acquiescing was that "Sam would

not have liked us to fight against each other about him in a public lawsuit'

My decision,-I should say: my renouncing-is essentially due to that"

(Barney Rosset Papers). Negotiations for the publication of an English

version of Eleutheriabeganin earnest shortly thereafter. Predictably, the

falling action of this melodrama was not without acrimony'

Fiist Borchardt wrote to Rosset on 1 Februaty 1995 suggesting that

Lindon would be willing to "lower his financial demands" (Barney Rosset

Papers) if Rosset would agree to include in his edition an English transla-

tion oi a Foreword Lindon had written explaining why'reversed his

decision to pttblish Eleutheria.lt Oakes would not agree to this stipulation,

forcing Rosset to decline. Rosset then requested that an addendum be added

to their publication contract stipulating that for ten years following the

appearallce of his translation, no stage production of the play should take

ptu". ury*tere in the world without Rosset's prior consent. Edward
^Beckett 

iejected this proposal (E. Beckett, letter to Rosset 16 Feb' 1995,

Barney Rosset Fapers). Regarding this matter, Lindon wrote: "I have never

heard of any publication contract including any such clause,.and I very

much doubtihi existence of any single one ofthe kind in the united States"

(Lindon, letter to Rosset 21 Feb. 1995, Barney Rosset Papers). Rosset

doggedly continued pushing for the addendum, causing Borchardt to

respond provocativelY:

If, for reasons I do not understand, you cannot publish the book

without this addendum so be'"it. In that case, I believe Lindon will
license the rights to anotherAmericanpublisher since circumstances

are different now that his own French edition is about to be

published (it will be out next week). (Borchardt, letter to Rosset

l7 Feb. 1995, BarneY Rosset PaPers)

This corresnondence contained several crucial revelations, not least of

which wa.@ichardt' s seemingly off-handed, parenthetical aside notifying

Rosset f6i ttre first time of the imminent release of the original French

version of Eleutheria by Lindon's Editions de Minuit'
Rosset directed his reaction to Borchardt that sanp day: "Isn't J6r6me

acting in a bit of unseemly haste in rushing out the play next'week,

"rp"d.i*tty 
in view of his intense desire to never have it published? out:

version is in English, not French. why expose the French reader So soon

to this play thai J6r6me SO loudly proclaims should never be printed?"

(Lindon, letter to Borchardt l7 Feb. 1995, Barney Rosset Papers). In a

B3
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separate correspondence, Rosset sarcastically told Lindon : "let me say that

I and my confreres John oakes and Dan Simon, are most favorably

impressed by your abilit y tobring Eleutheria to press so quickly. We would

be hard put to do the same. Bravo!" (Rosset, lettter to Lindon 17 Feb. 1995,

Barney Rosset Papers). What was upsetting to Rosset was not that the

Editions de Minuit French edition was going to arrive first, insisting in his

17 February 1995 letter to Lindon that: "we stated, from the beginning,

that you should publish it first. That honor, and it is an honor, should go to

yorr,; 1Bu*"y Rosset Papers). What was galling to Rosset was his belief

that Lindon had obfuscated over his desire to publish the play from the

outset. Given the fact that Les p,ditions de Minuit's edition of Eleutheria

was only one week away from release, it appeared Lindon had been making

preparations to publish the original French version even as he fought tooth

and nail with Rosset to prevent the publication of his English translation.

Indeed, much of the problem throughout this process was an inability for

either side to trust what the other side said. It began with the fundamental

point of Lindon and Edward Beckett disbelieving Rosset's claim that

Samuel Beckett had granted Rosset the right to publish Eleutheria.Inhis
17 February letter to Borchardt, Rosset essentially accuses Borchardt and

Lindon of wanting to unfairly profit from stage productions of the play: "It
beqomes rather obvious why you could not 'entrust' me to bd the agent for

the production. As you said yourself, you could make a lot of money if the

play is put on, even though at the time I thought you meant it only in jest"
(nu*"y Rosset Papers). Lindon was angered in his 2l February missive

over the fact that Rosset had announced to the press his intention to run a

first printing of 20,000 copies which were to be sold for $20.00 each. This

figure would have quadrupled the $5000.00 advance Foxrock, Inc. paid to

the Beckett Estate for the rights to publish. Oakes today believes that some-

thing much deeper than these petty squabbles was "driving a lot of this. In

thgCase of Lindon, he didn't want Barney to claim the Beckett mantle. And

I don't think Bamey was doing that. with Barney one can certainly list his

faults and his issues, but he had a very generous spirit and he wasn't trying

to claim Beckett" (lnterview).
It is impossible to pinpoint what precisely may have been the basis of

the confrontation between Rosset and Lindon. Tucker saw much of what

was "driving" the situation as Lindon "being backed into a corner by the

enthusiasm of a long-term friend and publisher of Beckett's work" (237),

while Rosset was "not going to wait until Lindon could or would tell him
oWhen"' (236). Undoubtedly, a clash of two very big personalities came

into play in this conflict. Both were strong-willed, courageous publishers

each of whom felt he had Beckett's best interest at heart. It all boiled down

to human nature for Oakes: "It was really more about who gets to do this
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first: 'I am the first publisher of this.' I mean, the egos! Really, it's so

stupid and childish, this stuff' (Interview). The general reading public does

not typically consider the process driving publishing decisions. What is

accepted or rejected is often based on amatter of personal taste by editors

and publishers. As a young author, Beckett experienced the apparent arbi-

trariness of this pfocess on more than one occasion. But something even

literary scholars do not often consider is that what gets published or

withheld can also be a result of the egos of the human beings holding these

positions. Lindon, as literary executor, possessed the legal authority to

decide whether or not Eleutheria got published. When he saw that Rosset

was going forward with his translation in spite of legal threats, Lindon
apparently made the decision to issue the original French version first. In

the angry five-page "Avertissement" ["Caution"] included as a preface to

the French edition, Lindon spelled out in no uncertain terms his objections,

asserting: "Ce n'est pas le texte litteraire qu'on attend, c'est I'objet de

scandale" f"This is not the literary text we might expect, it is the object of
a scandal"] (10). Of course, in spite of Lindon's well-articulated distaste at

being forcedto release.E/ eutheria,Les Editions de Minuitnonetheless pub-

lished the play, and their version became public first.
The two sides eventually settled their differences and Rosset celebrated

the release of Foxrock's Eleutheria with a book party and reading at the

National Arts club in New York on 30 May 1995. Rosset originally asked

Harold Pinter and then David Mamet to write the introduction. when both

declined, the task fell to Gontarski. Critical reception of Brodsky's trans-

lation was mixed,r2 and sales were modest. In total, the Foxrock edition

sold only a few thousand copies according to oakes, so that the venture

ultimately lost money. Foxrock might have succeeded in selling more

copies if the play had ever found its way onto the stage. But Lindon and the

Beckett Estate were candid about their opposition to this from the begin-

ning, as Borchardt's 16 February 1994 letter to Rosset attests: 'Neither
Edward nor J6r6me have any intention, however, of authorizing any pro-

ductions of the play anywhere at this stage" (Barney Rosset Papers). Even

after Li*:dbn's death in 2001, the Beckett estate remains doggedly steadfast

in thaffiolicy, thereby consigning Eleutheria to the stacks of a handful of
university libraries. Thus, each side's suspicions of the other's attempting

to profit unfairly from the play ultimately proved to be unfounded.

Readers have had very diverse reactions torthe play. The director,

Scanlan, described the first act as "a brilliant satirical sortie that can stand

albne as a one act play" that "anticipates The Bald Soprano so much that

it looks like the source for The Bald Soprano." The first act involves a
gathering of relatives in the house of Henri Krap, Victor's father, which

ends with most of the family, minus the infirm Henri, leaving to get Victor
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to return home. Throughout this act, victor is visible on the other side of

the split stage, lounging in his bed and puttering about his room. According

to Scanlan tt 
" 

ptuy Uegins to "weaken" and "falls apart" in the second act'

The act begins wilh victor throwing his shoe through a window, causing

aGlazier,*t o ir more philosopher than glass-worker, to instantly appear

to repair it. Throughoutihe act, Victor's family and landlady are constantly

m ana out of theloom, badgering victor, culminating in Mme. Meck',s

unsuccessful attempt to have her burly Chauffer femove Victor from the

roombodily (the Giazier foils this scheme by hitting the Chauffer over the

head with a hammer). The third a}t,rnscanlan's opinion, goes on much too

long. In the final act an audience member assaults the stage and general

anarchy ensues, though nothing is ultimately resolved, and Victor remains

in stasis. scanlan surns up the entire experience as: "It is a very bold experi-

ment and it could be exiraordinarily irritating" (Eleutheria: Publication)'

Brodsky was more negative, asserting: "I don't think it's a gteat play. I

think it;s very amateurish and adolescent in many ways. I think there is a

lot of worry about how people are going to react" (lnterview). Indeed, the

objective ofthe play, as described on several occasions by the characters,

was to,, amus er I es b adauds" f"amuse the gawkers"] I 3 (Beckett, E\eutheri a

1995a40). Knowlson notes rn Frescoes of the skull, which he wrote with

John pilling, that this Pirandellian concern for audience i"spons-e.was

"ironic, however, in the case of aplay that has neverbeenperformed" (30)'

It is an irony that continues to resonate to this day' i

",, . The play's other translators were more generous in their responses to

Eleutheria.Bermel thought the play was a "clear success" (qtd. in Begam

1 3 ). 
I a B arbara Wri ght, the profes sional transl ator Faber and Faber commrs-

sioned for their United Kingdom edition of the play released in 1996, said

of Eleutheria in her foreword: "Before involving myself, Itead Eleutheria

two or three or four times. with each reading I liked the play more, saw

nlsre in it, and in the end I couldn't help feeling thal Beckett was mistaken

in wishing to suppress itas unworthy of him" (v),1s Response to the play

within the acadernic community has always been arnbivalent. Long before

the play,s publication, theatre scholar Ruby cohn wtote of Eleutheria: "It

is not surprising that Beckett refuses to make public this play written in

1947 ,butrather that he ever considered publishing or staging it." what was

most surprising to Cohn was "that Beckett should have written so relatively

conventi,onal a play shortly before creating Godof' (163)' Boxall sees the

lack of critical engagement with Eleutheria as attributable to more than

simply "the general perception that it is not a very good play" -(245)' &

Ratirei, u".o.dirg to Boxall the play tends to be overlooked critically

Lnnorrad ir ic nnr enqilv accomlnodated into the hermeueutic frame-
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developmental parabolathat is conventionally grafted onto Beckett's

oeuvre, Eleutheria is something of an anomaly. With its naturalistic

Parisian locale, its elaborate set, its large cast, and at least the failed

vestige of a socio-political plot, the play is deemed by many to be

"un-Beckettian," and as such is often put to one side. (24546)

This refusal to accept, or even acknowledge, Eleutheria as a mature, fully-
realized work by Samuel Beckett has, inadvertently, been complicit in
abetting the author's and his literary estate's desire to stifle the play by not

creating a stronger popular groundswell to see it performed.

In the end, every opinionof Eleutheriahasbeen formedby readingthe
play. Yet it is impossible to truly appreciate a dramatic workwithout seeing

it dramatized. Nobody would argue that Waiting for Godot secured its

international reputation onstage.l6 Rosset had written to Lindon on 19

February 1995: "The wellbeing of Eleutheria is intertwinedwith the publi--

cation of the book and the production of the play, whenever and wherever

the latter takes place" (Bamey Rosset Papers). To date, Eleutheriahasbeen

staged once-in Iran. A Persian version of the play (adapted from
Brodsky's translation) by Vahid Rahbani was produced by Naqshineh

theatre at the City Theatre of Tehran in 2005. Rahbani, who also directed

the play, ievealed that the show ran for forty-five performances and,

contrary the Beckett estate's and general critical perception of the play,

"the audience loved it. It was a very successful show" (Interview).'7 The

major difficulty that Rahbani experienced was in convincing the Iranian

public that Beckett had actually written Eleutheria. Rahbani was able to

stage the play because o'in Itan we do not have copyrights, which makes it
a bit easier to do plays." However, Rahbani insists that"at that time I did

not know that there was thii big argument about doing this play" (Inter-

view). It was Rosset who, several years later, informed Rahbani of the long

battle he had waged to publish Eleutheria. Rahbani, who was briefly
imprisoned by Iranian authorities for his 201 1 production of Ibsen' s Hedda

Gabler in Tehran, was never pursued by the Beckett estate, which he

admits hps been a bit of a relief "because who wants to get in trouble with
themffi{nterview).

AS lieckett's first completed full-length play, the importance of Eleu-

theria should not be understated. Boxall sees Eleutheria as not merely "the

spawning ground of the Beckettian Beckett that is more familiar to his

.riti.r" (ziq.'r Boxall sees great importance i:nhleutheria's concrete and

tqngible setting in twentieth-century Paris, which in tum calls into question

ciitical consensus on Beckett through the play's "blatant preoccupation

with the relation between political geographies and creative freedom"
(247). McMillan and Fehsenfeld assert in Beckett in the Theatre,'owe do
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statement which clearly influenced his later plays" (29-30).te McMillan
and Fehsenfeld see Eleutheria as Beckett's first attempt to "question the

ability of existing drama to represent humanity" (30). This examination of
dramatic tradition, which began with Eleutheria,wouldflowet with Wait-

ingfor Godot andEndgame, and would culminate in later, shorter dramatic

works llke Play andNot I. Yet only a select few readers have been exposed

to this "statement" thus far--rvhether it is owing to blind fidelity to the

author's dying wishes to not permit the play to be published and performed,

to publishers' egos influencing the translation and production of the play,

or to an inability by the critical community to accept a work by Beckett that
is deemed to be "un-Beckettian." Without an opporfunity to be performed,

it is unlikely that the audience can grow flluch beyond Beckett scholars and

devotees. On 18 March 1948, Beckett had written to his good friend Tom
MacGreevy ,"Eleutheriais hithering, thithering and beginning to be spoken

of a little. I think it will see the boards in time, if only for a few nights"
(Beckett, Letters 75). A lifetime has passed, and that prognostication
remains essentially unfulfi lled.

Unlike the resolutions to Boucicault's The Colleen Bawn or The

Shaughraun, the story of Eleutheria does not wrap up neatly: no villains are

punished nor is any moral order ultimately restored. Tucker '#ro te in201l ,
"It remains to be seen what will become of''Eleutheria (241). That hasn't
changed. Yet, in spite of all the impediments, Oakes is confident that the

play will someday receive the recognition that he believes it deserves

because "It's a very rich play, and it'sjust a series ofhistorical accidents

that it didn't get published-didn't get the kind of exposure that Waiting

for Godot did" (Interview). In order for Oakes' prediction to come true,

however, the play will have to, as Beckett put it, "see the boards" in a
nation that recognizes copyrights. Until that time, Eleutheria will remain
trqpped in dramatic purgatory-an odd fate for aplay entitled "Freedom'"
!

Notes

1 The first roadblock Godot encourrtered after Blin accepted it was that

Christine Tsingos, a Greek actress who had paid for the lease of Blin's Th6dtre de

la Gait6-Montparnasse, did not like the play and refused to stage it (it has been

speculated her reason was the play contained no female role for her to portray). The

Th6itre des Noctambules was then selected, but Adamov's Grande et Petite

Manoeuvre tan over. After securing a grant of 500,000 old francs from the Ministry
of Eduoation. Blin simod a contract on 23 July 1952 with tho Th60tre de Poche to
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search for a venue began anew (Knowlson 348). A contract was finally signed on
2 Nov. 1952 with Jean-Marie Serreau's 230-seat Th66tre de Babylone, with the
opening set for the following January (Bradby, Beckett 5l).

' On22 June 1964, in the case of Grove Press, Inc. v. Gerstein,the United
States Supreme court reversed the earlier Florida decision that had fotnd rropic
of cancer obscene by a 5-4 ruling. Grove Press spent over $ 100,000 defending the
novel in both criminal and civil suits (Decker).

3 The title, according to Rosset's widow Astrid, is "taken from an FBI file
on him [Rosset]."

a As Deirdre Bair put it in her biography of Beckett: "what Beckett calls his
'trunk manuscripts' . . . [H]e does not want them to be published, yet he cannot
bring himself to discard them" (347).

5 Gontarski insists of his translation, "it was essentially a rough draft-a first
draft-translation just to get something down and for Barney to have a sense of
what he had" (Interview).

6 Now contained in the Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center in
Austin.

7 With the English translation following in 19i4.
8 Tucker explains that "Lindon argued that Beckett had allowed these

sections fin Revue d'Esthitique and in Beckett in the Theatref to be published
precisely in order to avoid publishing the entire work" (239).

e Tucker notes, "There were frequent references" to this analogy (238).
10 Oakes's thesis, entitled "Beckett's Flight from Chaos," presented to

Princeton university in 1983, woh the charles william Kennedy prize for a senior
thesis of "exceptional merit" from the English Departrnent.

r1 To which Lindon had alluded in his correspondence to Rosset of 24 Jan.
I 995 (Barney Rosset Papers).

t2 The negative reviews tended to drown out the positive responses. For
instance, citing Brodsky's Americanisms, Gerr1, Dukes insisted in the Irish Times
that thffislation "should have been throttled at birth" ("A Version").

13 Mytranslation. This phrase was one ofthe points of contention inDukes,s
reviews as Brodsky translated it with the Americanism "amuse the rubbernecks"
(Beckett, Eleutheria 1995b 3l). Wright's translation: 'keep the punters anlused',
(Beckett. Eleutheria 1996 33).

':;ii' ta Bermel's translation, unforhrnately, has apparently been lost.
15 Critical opinion has tended to favor Wright's translation over Brodsky,s.

Dukes's analysis, in his review "The Second Englishing of Eleutheria" is a
representative example: "What [Wright] has done is take a play generally held in
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engaging translation that gives the characters a feasible language to speak' (79)'

,u Although the original publication of En Attendant GodotbyLes Editions

de Minuit did precede the"play's first fulI theatrical performance by nearly three

months.

17 Rahbani explained the greatest difhculty in staging the play, as Blin saw

morethanfiftyyearsearlier'wasthesets:..Therearetwosimultaneoussets
;;;;g at the same time o,t stage' So I decided to put the flal! tng liddle' 

and

then make a view from both sidis of the stage." The way Rahbani handled the

Audience Member character was: "he came in with the audience members and was

irr"orrrpi"rorrs. . . . [H]e was among the audience members' But he was dressed like

a blini person with a cane, with-a seeing-eye dog' and sunglasses'".When the

charactei joined in the action of the play, viewers "were shocked at the time. It

wasn,texpected.Theywerelike:.ohmyGod,whatisthis?,someonejustranon
the stage!" ( Interview).

'o Boxall is specifically referencing Ruby Cohn's chapter on Eleutheria irr

Just Play: Beckett's Theatre (1980)'

,,DavidBradbytakesissuewiththisassertionbecauseatthetimeBeckett

wroteEleutheria,hewas..notyetsufficientlysureofhismethodtocomeupwith
anything as definitive as a 'statement"' ("A Joke" 67)' 

t
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